Waste CT 10, 16, 18 ,20

Crane Grabber vehicle: It’s a vehicle that has a crane grabber, a box and a compressor. It is
designed in a way that the crane grabber collects the garbage from the ground and loads it in
the box; the garbage is then compressed to one fifth of its initial volume according to its type.
The compressed garbage is then transported to its final destination.
This vehicle (CT20) replaces 10 tipping trucks with volume of 10m3 and a loader; it loads and
transports 100 m3 of uncompressed rubbish. Therefore the running cost decreases to 17% of
initial cost, other than the operation cost, maintenance, garage, fuel, …. Etc. Another
advantage of the crane grabber vehicle is that it ensures the garbage doesn’t fly during
transportation, as occurs in dump trucks that redistribute 30% of the litter to the streets again.

The truck has a crane grabber which extends
to the waste location with an articulated
telescopic boom to raise the garbage and load
it to the box.
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The crane grabber is holding on the
garbage strongly regardless of its shape
and form. It is controlled by the operator.

The Crane Grabber reaches to the top of
the box to load the garbage.

The Crane Grabber opens its claws to unload
the garbage in the box upper opening.

The images explain the process sequence of escalating, compressing, transporting and
discharging the waste at the dumps. It's an economic equipment and is delivered with capacities
of 10, 16, 18, and 20 m3. It can be mounted on TITAN trucks with GVW 8.5 Ton to move in
narrow streets. Also it can be mounted on trucks with GVW 20 Ton with volume 20 m3 of
compressed rubbish (100 m3 of uncompressed).

The ejector moves backward either to
compress waste or eject it out of the back
door of the box.
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The ejector pushes the compressed garbage to
be ejected from the back door of the box.
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